
Price Guide 
We don’t have set prices or packages but can give an indication of price ranges to help couples get a 
rough idea of potentially costs of flowery items. Please bear in mind that there are lots of things that 
may affect the final price of an item, including the flowers chosen, size/fullness, amount of greenery    
used and the style chosen. 

Also we don’t charge for initial consultation or development of proposals, but this is incorporated into the 
costs of the items below, alongside the time to finalise the proposal, develop and finalise the flower order, 
pick up and condition the flowers and the design, creation and packaging of all the flowers. 

There may be additional costs of set up of items and installations at the ceremony and reception venue, 
and delivery of the bridal party flowers, which would be quoted once the we know the details and exact 
items required. If a quote is given over 6 months in advance of the date of the wedding, the costs may 
vary when the final consultation is carried out. This is due to the cost of the flowers varying due weather 
conditions and availability and also in light of potential economic conditions and the impact of increased cost of 
imported flowers (particulary post May 2019).  

We believe each bride and grooms requirements are different and want to work closely with you to make        
the right suggestions for you, your style and within your budget. We don’t have a minimum spend and         
are happy to create flowers for any size wedding. 

Below are the current price ranges for common wedding flowers: 

    Bridal Party 

Flower Item Range from: Range to:

Bridal Bouquet £50 (Seasonal small bouquet)              £200 (Large trailing or wired bouquet with luxury 
roses)

Bridesmaid Bouquets     £25 (Small single flower bouquet)        £100 (Large full bouquet)

Buttonholes £5    (Single flower taped) £15 (Wired small flowers with ribbon detail)

Corsages £15  (Collection of small flowers)              £25 (Wired wrist or handbag corsage)

Hair flowers £1     (Single wired stem) £70 (Full thick flower crown with varied flowers)
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 Ceremony Flowers 

  Reception Flowers 

Flower Item Range from: Range to:

Entrance displays £50  (Stacked crates with flowers) £130   (Large milk urn full of flowers)

Archway £50  (Trailing greenery half arch) £500  (Fully arch full of flowers and mixed greenery)

Altar Display £90  (Natural display in iron pedestal) £150    (Large full display in urn and pedestal)  

Pew Ends £7     (Small bunches of gypsophila) £20     (Large trailing bunches of mixed flowers)

Lecturn display £40  (Small hung flower display) £70     (Large round/heart wreath )

Screen Display £ 80  (Simple greenery) £150   (Large arch way of greenery and flowers)

Flower Item Range from: Range to:

Top table flowers £50  (Collection of small containers) £120 (Long low full 5ft full with flowers)

Guest table Centres £25  (Large jar of seasonal flowers) £150  (Tall full martini glass/chandelier inc hire)

Flowers for cake or 
present table/bar

£10   (Jam jar size container with 
mixed flowers

£100   (Wine crate full of flowers)

Cake flowers £30   (Small cake topper) £70   (Thin garlands of flowers on layers)

Hanging hoops £100 (Greenery hoop – 1 metre) £300 (Thick hoop with hanging flowers 1.5 metres)

Top Table backdrop £25  (0.5m hoop with sprays of flowers) £300 (Full flower curtain)

Garlands (per foot) £6    (thin single foliage) £20  (Mixed garland and flower garland)

Presentation gifts £30  (Mixed flower and foliage 
bouquet)

£50 ( Large bouquets full of flowers)
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